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In Praise of Private Antitrust Litigation
By Spencer Weber Waller

I. INTRODUCTION
With the emergence of the internet, firms today are able to collect and analyze massive amounts of data and, as the “Internet of Things” develops, these opportunities will increase exponentially. Technological innovation has also nurtured the development of dynamic pricing algorithms, capable of monitoring market activity and setting product prices accordingly. The optimist sees the price efficiency that can result. The pessimist is afraid she’s right.

Efficiency in pricing, eventually reaching equilibrium where supply meets demand, is the holy grail of economics. But what if the implementation practicalities of efficient pricing include upward bias, and informational and organizational asymmetries favor suppliers over customers? Rather than achieving equilibrium prices — the best of all possible worlds — monopoly prices that squeeze surplus from consumers may result. Algorithmic pricing challenges us to develop legal doctrine that recognizes and addresses this dilemma.

Algorithms facilitating coordinated prices by competitors implicate a core antitrust law concern. Where this condition exists because competitors agree on the pricing algorithm to use — or because they have adopted a common pricing agent — antitrust is spot on: case law establishes that this is express collusion covered by Section 1 of the Sherman Act. The hard part, therefore, is adapting antitrust law to algorithmic pricing when its effect is akin to what economists often call “tacit” collusion — the sort of pricing seen in oligarchical markets where sellers are able to watch and follow each other’s pricing and supply adjustments. Under prevailing law, tacit collusion, also referred to as “conscious parallelism,” does not violate Section 1.3 Yet, algorithmic pricing can mimic this very state of
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affairs. That, after all, is the algorithm’s intent: (1) monitor and capture the necessary real-time input data; (2) weigh and balance it against the accumulated historical data, including past supply and demand responses; and (3) spew out a profit-maximizing output price.

When public officials in Australia, Chile, and Germany attempted to provide motorists with more online price transparency for fuel, prices increased, rather than decreased. Supra-competitive market prices achieved through algorithms is market harm that we should be concerned about. We discuss here the limits of prevailing antitrust law in dealing with these circumstances, and the need to look beyond when antitrust, as currently understood, does not provide an obvious answer.

II. WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT, ALGIE?

Algorithms are tools for calculation, data processing, and automated reasoning. An algorithm is any well-defined computational procedure that takes some value, or set of values, as input and produces some value, or set of values as output. Pricing algorithms can look to factors such as competing firms’ present or past prices, costs of production, consumer preferences and price sensitivities, market information such as suppliers’ and competitors’ stocks, and external information such as weather patterns. Pricing algorithms are dynamic, responding quickly to market changes. Therefore, firms using algorithmic pricing can adjust prices exponentially faster than can firms relying on traditional analytic methods. In December 2013 Amazon reportedly implemented more than 2.5 million price changes every day — compared to Walmart’s 54,633 changes during the entire month of November. Pricing algorithms thus offer firms an alert and adaptable profit-maximizing tool for making pricing decisions and other operating adjustments.

As the U.S. enforcers have recognized, a core principle of free market competition is the ability of firms to adjust pricing in response to competitive conditions. Accordingly, pricing algorithms may be procompetitive — “not as something that raises alarm bells.” However, algorithmic pricing can also have anticompetitive effects where it enables or facilitates collusion by competitors. In May 2017, the OECD Secretariat detailed concerns that algorithms offer opportunities to firms to achieve collusive outcomes that do not necessarily require a traditional agreement. European Commissioner Margrethe Vestager echoed these concerns: “the challenges that automated systems create are very real. If they help companies to fix prices, they really could make our economy work less well for everyone else” and “as competition enforcers, I think we need to make it very clear that companies can’t escape responsibility for collusion by hiding behind a computer program.” Where algorithms enable not collusion, but coordinated pricing by competitors, the market harm may be comparable, but addressing it more elusive. At recent FTC hearings, “panelists agreed the use of such algorithms is difficult to analyze under traditional antitrust principles, other than in cases in which competing firms consciously decide to jointly employ an algorithm to fix prices.”

---
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III. “FAST-TRACK” COLLUSION USING ALGORITHMS

Under Section 1 of the Sherman Act, it is unlawful per se for competitors to agree to raise, depress, fix, peg, or stabilize the price of goods or services. When competitors use pricing algorithms to implement such an agreement, application of U.S. antitrust law is straightforward. Moreover, where a single firm enlists a network of suppliers who resell using dynamic algorithmic pricing made available to supplier-participants, the “hub and spoke” conspiracy construct seems to work, although this adaptation of conventional antitrust law is perhaps more debatable.

More than 20 years ago, in United States v. Airline Tariff Publishing Co.,14 the DOJ investigated an airline industry price-fixing conspiracy. Six airlines used an online computer program called the Airline Tariff Publishing Company (“ATPCo”) to coordinate and set airline fare prices. Through ATPCo, the airlines had full knowledge of their competitors’ prices, and they used ATPCo to discuss and coordinate their fares. After the DOJ sued for price-fixing, the airlines settled.

More recently, in United States v. Topkins,17 the DOJ successfully prosecuted two executives and a commercial retailer who used pricing algorithms to coordinate their prices for posters sold on the Amazon Marketplace, the world’s largest e-commerce platform. Using agreed-on, aligned algorithms, the defendants avoided price competition among themselves, and increased online prices for posters. DOJ enforcers noted that “[o]nce the pricing algorithms were in place . . . the conspiracy was, to a large extent, self-executing.” The defendants pleaded guilty to a Section 1 violation.

As these cases illustrate, using a pricing algorithm does not change the antitrust analysis. Like a written or oral message from one conspirator to the other informing of a price or input change, the algorithm is just a means to implement an agreement between human beings. Thus, Professors Ezrachi & Stucke refer to this arrangement — where pricing algorithms implement or disguise the intended underlying collusion — as a “messenger” scenario. Section 1’s prohibition applies.

IV. HUB-AND-SPOKE ARRANGEMENTS

Section 1’s conspiracy element can also be met where the agreement among competitors is “informal” — rather than explicit — and is inferred from circumstantial evidence, including economic evidence (often referred to, collectively, as “plus factors”). The “hub-and-spoke” conspiracy model, for example, is a well-recognized, recurring basis for Section 1 liability. Here, competing firms use a common actor, “the hub” — to facilitate collective action by the (typically) suppliers, who form “the rim” of the wheel. The central actor can, but does not necessarily, make the pricing decisions. However, the agent acts as the intermediary through which the competing firms effectively communicate and, by inference, agree on price or otherwise restrain trade.

In Interstate Circuit v. United States,22 a movie theatre communicated simultaneously, albeit independently, with eight movie distributors, insisting that each agree on minimum ticket prices and bar double-feature showings in their licensing terms. Each distributor knew the theatre communicated the same message to its competitors, and each accepted the theatre’s conditions. Although all the distributor-witnesses testified at trial that they made no “agreement,” the district court inferred a Section 1 conspiracy. The Supreme Court affirmed, holding that the
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distributors’ individual acceptances permitted "the inference of agreement from the nature of the proposals made . . . [and] from the substantial unanimity of action taken upon them by the distributors."23 Reviewing the circumstantial evidence, the Court wrote: "[i]t was enough that, knowing that concerted action was contemplated and invited, the distributors gave their adherence to the scheme and participated in it."24

Similarly, in Klor’s v. Broadway-Hale Stores,25 a dominant retailer communicated with several suppliers, each of whom thereafter refused to sell to a rival retailer. Although there were no explicit communications between the suppliers, the Court inferred a conspiracy from circumstantial evidence, and held the arrangement per se illegal under Section 1.26 The recent "ebooks case," in which Apple orchestrated a conspiracy among online book publishers to change the industry’s pricing model, is another example of hub-and-spoke liability.27

As the ebooks case illustrates, e-commerce can package old wine in new wine bottles. The recent action against Uber, the world’s largest transportation network company, is particularly noteworthy.28 Uber provides a platform for riders to request car services from drivers who (Uber contends) are independent contractors. Uber uses a pricing algorithm to set the prices that drivers charge riders. While Uber has not disclosed the algorithm, it reportedly uses input factors that include supply, demand, and other external considerations such as bad weather, rush hour, and special events.29 When the algorithm determines that the demand for rides has increased — or that the supply of Uber-available drivers has declined — the prices to riders go up to a "surge price." The surge price is communicated to riders as a multiplier of the standard rate, for example, 1.8 or 2.5 times the standard fare.30 Uber requires drivers to charge the price that Uber’s algorithm dictates.

An Uber user, suing on behalf of a proposed class of riders, claimed that Uber violated Section 1 by requiring all its independent contractor-drivers to charge riders prices called for by Uber’s pricing algorithm. Instead of setting their own prices, the drivers let Uber do it as a condition of doing business on the Uber platform. In the world of hub and spoke conspiracies, Uber was like the movie theatre in Interstate Circuit, and the drivers were like the movie distributors furnishing product. A conspiracy, the plaintiff argued, could be inferred from the circumstantial evidence even absent an explicit agreement among the drivers.

Uber asserted that a conspiracy involving “hundreds of thousands of independent transportation providers all across the United States” would be “implausible.”31 But Judge Rakoff of the Southern District of New York was unpersuaded: “the advancement of technological means for the orchestration of large-scale price-fixing conspiracies need not leave antitrust law behind.”32 The Court thus denied Uber’s motion to dismiss. Significantly, however, Judge Rakoff did not decide whether the alleged conspiracy was per se illegal or had to be analyzed under the rule of reason, preferring instead to resolve that question only after discovery allowed fact development.33 The answer to this question will have to await another case against an online platform because after Judge Rakoff’s motion to dismiss ruling, the action was held subject to Uber’s mandatory arbitration clause.34

The Uber ruling looks like a canary in the mine shaft. Algorithmic pricing may, indeed, have anticompetitive consequences affecting consumers. And while antitrust law is accustomed to proscribing explicit and inferred agreements among competitors, and even to inferring conspiracy from circumstantial evidence in a hub and spoke setting, the law may need to adapt when algorithmic pricing operates independently of these sorts of circumstances.

23 Id. at 221-22.
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30 Id.
32 Id.
33 Id. at 827.
Under the current law, price coordination among firms that produces increased prices — traditional “tacit” collusion or conscious parallelism — is unlikely to be a U.S. antitrust violation. The evidence must prove, instead, “a unity of purpose” or “a conscious commitment to a common scheme” by participants. Indeed, in at least some fact settings, the evidence also should exclude the possibility of independent action. U.S. antitrust enforcers have themselves opined that use of independent pricing algorithms is unlikely to result in antitrust liability absent additional facts suggesting concerted action.

V. ALGORITHMIC PRICING AND MARKET HARM

Let us suppose that competing firms each use algorithmic pricing to respond to ever-changing conditions. While the various stages of the competing firms’ businesses are by no means identical, there will be similarities in input, manufacturing (or assembly) and distribution costs. Each firm’s pricing algorithm is likely to take account of similar factors, and even though the two algorithms may not weigh each factor identically, there will still be constraining similarities. Further, as industry firms themselves increasingly use algorithmic pricing, the data points available for capture and analysis will increase, improving each algorithm’s operation. With analysis of increasing amounts of data and im provingly sophisticated artificial intelligence (“AI”) capabilities, the competing firms will land on price points that are increasingly near each other.

The rapid and dynamic responses to changes in the market — which will include reactions to competitors’ own prices — create the potential for firms to coordinate on prices without ever communicating with each other directly or through a central hub. The ability of firms to collect and analyze enormous banks of information allows sellers to adjust prices at exponentially faster rates using a variety of real-time inputs — much faster and efficiently than human actors can. Equally important, an algorithm’s ability to detect real-time market changes, as well as to self-learn, enable it to adjust selling prices to, ideally, the optimal profit-seeking level in real-time. Companies will seek to implement price changes like Amazon, not Wal-Mart. Thus, using similar advanced algorithms, each calibrated to profit-maximize, companies may be expected to independently reach the same pricing levels. By their very design, these algorithms will coordinate prices with their competitors.

Now, if we were confident that algorithmic pricing will produce unbiased price changes, both up and down, our worries might be slight. But what basis is there for this assumption? As profit-maximizing firms, suppliers can be expected to build into their algorithms an upward bias, which attempts to capture as much consumer surplus as possible. At the same time, consumers as buyers are disadvantaged. Sellers tend to have more information about their product and its attractiveness in the market, and about market trends in general, than do buyers. Thus, informational asymmetry favors suppliers. Suppliers also sell to a customer base en masse, whereas buyers purchase for personal needs and tend toward disorganization. In consequence, buyer ability to resist rising prices — particularly when they are informationally disadvantaged — is frequently ineffective. Although organized buyers can gain negotiating leverage from volume purchasing, absent this type of buyer power, the pressure to drive prices down typically needs to come from competitors willing to sell below the price increase.

Conventional economics posits that announced or implemented price increases can be countered by companies that offer lower priced products. Buyers will identify the offerings and purchase accordingly. Absent capacity limitations, an equally (or more) efficient competitor or group of independently acting competitors — and even a timely new entrant — can provide buyers with the alternatives needed to defeat a price increase. This is the competitive process, conventionally understood. But for the process to work lower price offerings need “breathing space” — time for consumers to identify and purchase the alternatives.

39 Saill K. Mehra, Antitrust and the Robo-Seller: Competition in the Time of Algorithms, 100 MINN. L. REV. 1323, 1352 (2016). But see Roundtable, supra note 9, 18 THE ANTITRUST SOURCE at 8 ("If you’ve got an algorithm that can make a pricing decision in a microsecond, which otherwise would take a marketing department a week or even a day to figure out, that’s probably a good thing.").
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By enabling real-time price adjustments, however, algorithmic pricing eliminates that necessary time window. Fine-tuned algorithms would recognize that one company’s reduced price will be met by another’s even lower price, and that pursuing a price-cutting strategy would assure a downward price spiral. The better response will be to price upward—matching the leader’s increased price because anything less risks triggering the downward spiral. Algorithmic pricing eliminates the incentive, and hence the ability, for competitors to discipline price increases.

The story several years ago of algorithms “gone wild” is well-known. Two booksellers on Amazon bettered each other’s price for a reference title, *The Making of a Fly*, until the online offering reached $23,698,655.93, plus $3.99 for shipping. A more fine-tuned algorithm, informed by AI, would turn off the bid switch at a profit-maximizing level. But the risk that today firms will follow each other’s price to that point is plain enough.

As the DOJ and FTC have themselves warned; algorithms could be highly effective in facilitating collusion due to the “speed and ease of algorithmic pricing . . . likely reduce[s] the benefit that a firm would otherwise enjoy from... defecting from collusive pricing.” Although the enforcers wrote in the context of the ability of algorithmic pricing to detect — and thereby deter — conspirator defection, their observation applies equally to low pricing that is intended to resist a price increase. That, too, would be quickly detected and reduce any expected benefit from trying to capture sales by offerings below the increased price.

Under a traditional pricing model where firms apply non-dynamic trial and error in a “repeated game,” it is difficult for firms to sustain monopoly profits “because firms would prefer to deviate in order to make a positive profit in the short run.” In contrast, dynamic algorithmic pricing allows for real-time changes, or “revision opportunities,” which are “frequent enough . . . [that] there is a high probability that any potential deviation will be detected even before the next customer arrives.” As a result, the “revising firm could react to the deviation before the deviating firm has an opportunity to make any profits.”

Even before machines entered the picture, concentrated industries were susceptible to follow-the-leader pricing, which could be maintained at supra-competitive levels. Use of algorithmic pricing can be expected to exacerbate this condition, thereby producing a market result similar to that of explicit collusion. Professor Bruno Salcedo cautions that this tacit collusion between firms enjoying market power “is not only possible but rather, it is inevitable.” Professors Ezrachi & Stucke similarly describe this harm as the “predictable agent” scenario — “Tacit Collusion on Steroids.”

Circling back to ride-sharing, the algorithmic pricing models used by Uber and Lyft illustrate this potential market harm. While neither company has disclosed the input factors driving its pricing algorithm for rider fares, each admits that similar factors, such as dynamic supply and demand, are prioritized. Both companies use surge pricing when the perceived demand in an area rises (or the driver supply declines). The pricing algorithm increases the fare to incent more drivers to “activate” and enter surge areas. As then-Uber CEO Kalanick has claimed, “We are not setting the price, the market is setting the price. . . . we have algorithms to determine what that market is.” Similarly, Lyft states that its
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surge pricing, known as “Prime Time,” is based on dynamic supply and demand in the market.\(^51\) Despite differences in exactly how each pricing algorithm applies specific input factors, any increase or decrease by one of the two firms will likely result in the other responding similarly. After all, Uber and Lyft seek to derive profit by offering an attractive price to riders, compared to the alternatives.

Uber and Lyft may say that the “market” determines their prices. But each company’s goal is to maximize the profit derived from each transaction — not to provide the cheapest car service. Each firm’s financial incentive inevitably prioritizes the ability to charge the highest possible price without losing riders to its rivals. If both Uber and Lyft’s pricing algorithms conclude that the optimal price — the price that generates the most profit for the firm per transaction — is higher and that aligning prices with the other yields the highest return, then the pricing algorithms will select that higher price. There is no “agreement” between Uber and Lyft, nor any use of a common agent for the two firms. Rather, each independent pricing algorithm sets a price at which each could maximize profit. And if Uber and Lyft — the market’s two largest ride-share companies — use similar algorithms to price in lock-step, riders will pay the price the companies make available — not a price determined by “the market.”

Take away algorithmic pricing: neither Uber and Lyft could raise their prices without danger of losing riders to the other — unless, of course, they agreed to price-fix. The very efficiency of the pricing algorithm, however, creates the market harm that we need to worry about.

VI. THE TOOLS OF ANTIMITRUST — AND BEYOND

Antitrust “urban” legend touts the adaptability U.S. antitrust law. It’s a like a Swiss army knife. Every once in a while, a different feature has to be used, or a blade needs to be sharpened. But in the end, everything needed is there to do whatever needs to be done. The increasing pace of technological change behooves us to question this article of faith. Before cars populated streets, the pace of travel did not call for stop lights or pedestrian walk signs. And so, today, we should be thinking deeply about how algorithmic pricing, souped up with big data and AI, can change the competitive process itself. Even while that reflective process is underway, however, there are approaches to try.

For example, the Federal Trade Commission should not be a shrinking violet. Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act declares “unfair methods of competition” to be unlawful.\(^52\) Section 5 reaches conduct outside the boundaries of federal antitrust law: “in measuring a practice against the elusive, but congressionally mandated standard of fairness, [the Commission], like a court of equity, considers public values beyond simply those enshrined in the letter or encompassed in the spirit of the antitrust laws.”\(^53\) The FTC’s 2015 statement on Section 5 reiterates that the statute covers “not only those acts and practices that violate the Sherman or Clayton Act but also those that contravene the spirit of the antitrust laws and those that, if allowed to mature or complete, could violate the Sherman or Clayton Act.”\(^54\)

Accordingly, the FTC has sued under Section 5 when conduct approaches, but does not satisfy, a Sherman Act violation. For instance, although an “invitation” to collude may not violate the Sherman Act, sufficient potential for anticompetitive harm can give rise to liability under Section 5.\(^55\) Thus, challenging algorithmic pricing that produces supra-competitive, coordinated pricing is within the FTC’s wheelhouse. To be sure, years ago the Second Circuit rejected, as a bridge too far, the Commission’s effort to apply Section 5 to distribution restraints that four companies adopted independently, but that the Commission argued facilitated price parallelism at increased price levels.\(^56\) The prevalence of algorithmic pricing today, however, should represent significantly changed circumstances, which warrant revisiting this and similar doctrinal approaches, such as “collective” monopolization.

\(^51\) Lyft (@Lyft), TWEET, (Jan. 1, 2018, 3:10 AM), https://twitter.com/lyft/status/947787167077507072?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctweeter-m%5E947787167077507072&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fdatarootlabs.com%2Fuber-lift-gett-surge-pricing-algorithms%2F.
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Whether FTC enforcement will be forthcoming is conjecture, of course. And while there is no private right of action under Section 5, various states have enacted “little FTC Acts,” which similarly proscribe “unfair or deceptive acts or practices,” or “unfair methods of competition.” Under these laws, twenty states have authorized private parties to sue. Accordingly, private enforcement can push the envelope by challenging increased prices produced by companies using algorithms that achieve coordinated pricing not necessarily resulting from collusion prohibited by antitrust law. States can, indeed, be laboratories of democracy, and these sorts of laws provide test tubes for experimentation. Moreover, if the FTC itself does blaze a trail, little FTC Acts with private rights of action can supplement agency enforcement.

There also may be opportunities to invoke state antitrust law itself. Although “harmonization” provisions, adopted by state statute or case law, instruct that federal antitrust law should inform construction of a state’s own statute, there is still play in the joints. For example, the California Supreme Court has noted that “[i]nterpretations of federal antitrust law are at most instructive, not conclusive, when construing the Cartwright Act.” Similarly under New York law, federal precedent informs construction of the state’s Donnelly Act, but it is “well settled that we will interpret our statute differently ‘where State policy, differences in the statutory language or the legislative history justify such a result.’”

One specific difference in New York is the Donnelly Act’s plurality element. Unlike Section 1 of the Sherman Act, the Donnelly Act applies to “[e]very contract, agreement, arrangement or combination” that monopolizes or restraints trade. Thus, a body of New York law holds that “undoubtedly the sweep of Donnelly may be broader than that of Sherman . . . .” Therefore, again, state law may create an opportunity to challenge algorithmic pricing that is not readily reached under federal antitrust law.

---
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VII. CONCLUSION

Under the Communications Act of 1934, the Federal Communications Commission must take account of the “public interest, convenience, and necessity” in making licensing decisions. The standard recognizes that because the broadcast spectrum is limited, licensees of the spectrum must act as “public fiduciaries” for the benefit of the public. The mere presence or absence of competition is not, in itself, a sufficient basis for an FCC licensing decision, although the conditions of competition are a factor that the agency may consider. The FCC similarly reviews telecommunications industry mergers under the “public interest, convenience, and necessity” standard. Again, the FCC may consider factors beyond those informing a DOJ or FTC antitrust merger review — for example, universal service requirements, public health and safety, and foreign ownership restrictions. The Communications Act standard reminds that, at times, the clash of competing interests requires doing something different to avoid market harm slipping through the cracks of traditional antitrust analysis. Merely protecting the process of “competition” without regard for the result produced may not be enough.

Private businesses plying their goods and services are, of course, different than broadcast licensees. However, algorithmic pricing is enabled by scraping data from the internet and any other public sources that may be collected and inputted for analysis. Although the various components of data may, for some purposes, be protected as property owned by one person or another, perhaps the aggregation of data, as a whole, can be thought of as a public good, the use of which by individual actors can be restricted for the benefit of the public at large. The advent of algorithmic pricing challenges us to think out of the box for alternatives to traditional antitrust law — lest we wake up not too many years from now to find that we’ve sleepwalked over a cliff.

66 47 U.S.C. §§ 151 et seq.
67 Id. § 309(a).
68 See Red Lion Broad. Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367, 389 (1969) (a licensee may be required “to share his frequency with others and to conduct himself as a proxy or fiduciary with obligations to present those views and voices which are representative of his community and which would otherwise, by necessity, be barred from the airwaves”).
72 See generally Šmejkal, Cartels by Robots, supra note 4, at 12-15 (discussing various approaches). But see Sheng Li & Claire Chunying Xie, Automated Pricing Algorithms and Collusion: A Brave New World or Old Wine in New Bottles?, 18 THE ANTITRUST SOURCE 1, 8 (No. 3 Dec. 2018) (“while the strategic games of competitive pricing may now be played at a faster tempo by automated algorithms, the fundamental rules of the game—governed by classical economic principles of supply, demand, and profit maximization—remain the same”), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publishing/antitrust_source/2018-2019/atsource-december2018/dec18_bigdata_rndtbl_12_17f.pdf.
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